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We are living at the dawn of what has been termed ‘the fourth paradigm of science,’ a scientific revolution that is marked by both
the emergence of big data science and analytics, and by the increasing adoption of the underlying technologies in scientific and
scholarly research practices. Everything about science development or knowledge production is fundamentally changing thanks to
the ever-increasing deluge of data. This is the primary fuel of the new age, which powerful computational processes or analytics
algorithms are using to generate valuable knowledge for enhanced decision-making, and deep insights pertaining to a wide variety
of practical uses and applications. This book addresses the complex interplay of the scientific, technological, and social
dimensions of the city, and what it entails in terms of the systemic implications for smart sustainable urbanism. In concrete terms, it
explores the interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary field of smart sustainable urbanism and the unprecedented paradigmatic shifts
and practical advances it is undergoing in light of big data science and analytics. This new era of science and technology
embodies an unprecedentedly transformative and constitutive power—manifested not only in the form of revolutionizing science
and transforming knowledge, but also in advancing social practices, producing new discourses, catalyzing major shifts, and
fostering societal transitions. Of particular relevance, it is instigating a massive change in the way both smart cities and sustainable
cities are studied and understood, and in how they are planned, designed, operated, managed, and governed in the face of
urbanization. This relates to what has been dubbed data-driven smart sustainable urbanism, an emerging approach based on a
computational understanding of city systems and processes that reduces urban life to logical and algorithmic rules and
procedures, while also harnessing urban big data to provide a more holistic and integrated view or synoptic intelligence of the city.
This is increasingly being directed towards improving, advancing, and maintaining the contribution of both sustainable cities and
smart cities to the goals of sustainable development. This timely and multifaceted book is aimed at a broad readership. As such, it
will appeal to urban scientists, data scientists, urbanists, planners, engineers, designers, policymakers, philosophers of science,
and futurists, as well as all readers interested in an overview of the pivotal role of big data science and analytics in advancing
every academic discipline and social practice concerned with data–intensive science and its application, particularly in relation to
sustainability.
"Focused on the latest research on text and document management, this guide addresses the information management needs of
organizations by providing the most recent findings. How the need for effective databases to house information is impacting
organizations worldwide and how some organizations that possess a vast amount of data are not able to use the data in an
economic and efficient manner is demonstrated. A taxonomy for object-oriented databases, metrics for controlling database
complexity, and a guide to accommodating hierarchies in relational databases are provided. Also covered is how to apply Javatriggers for X-Link management and how to build signatures."
The digital age has presented an exponential growth in the amount of data available to individuals looking to draw conclusions
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based on given or collected information across industries. Challenges associated with the analysis, security, sharing, storage, and
visualization of large and complex data sets continue to plague data scientists and analysts alike as traditional data processing
applications struggle to adequately manage big data. The Handbook of Research on Big Data Storage and Visualization
Techniques is a critical scholarly resource that explores big data analytics and technologies and their role in developing a broad
understanding of issues pertaining to the use of big data in multidisciplinary fields. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics,
such as architecture patterns, programing systems, and computational energy, this publication is geared towards professionals,
researchers, and students seeking current research and application topics on the subject.
Covers research in the area of systems analysis and design practices and methodologies.
Artificial Intelligence in Education to An Undergraduate Course Advising Expert System in Industrial Engineering
With the rapid development of Web-based learning and new concepts like virtual cla- rooms, virtual laboratories and virtual
universities, many issues need to be addressed. On the technical side, there is a need for effective technology for deployment of
W- based education.On the learning side, the cyber mode of learning is very different from classroom-based learning. How can
instructional developmentcope with this new style of learning? On the management side, the establishment of the cyber university
- poses very different requirements for the set-up. Does industry-university partnership provide a solution to addressing the
technological and management issues? Why do we need to standardize e-learning and what can we do already? As with many
other new developments, more research is needed to establish the concepts and best practice for Web-based learning. ICWL
2004, the 3rd International Conference on Web-Based Learning, was held at the Tsinghua University (Beijing, China) from August
8th to 11th, 2004, as a continued attempt to address many of the above-mentioned issues. Following the great successes of ICWL
2002 (Hong Kong) and ICWL 2003 (Australia), ICWL 2004 aimed at p- senting new progress in the technical, pedagogical, as well
as management issues of Web-based learning. The conference featured a comprehensive program, including a tutorial session, a
keynote talk, a main track for regular paper presentations, and an - dustrial track. We received 120 papers and accepted only 58 of
them in the main track for both oral and poster presentations.

This monograph is devoted to computational morphology, particularly to the construction of a two-dimensional or a threedimensional closed object boundary through a set of points in arbitrary position. By applying techniques from
computational geometry and CAGD, new results are developed in four stages of the construction process: (a) the gammaneighborhood graph for describing the structure of a set of points; (b) an algorithm for constructing a polygonal or
polyhedral boundary (based on (a)); (c) the flintstone scheme as a hierarchy for polygonal and polyhedral approximation
and localization; (d) and a Bezier-triangle based scheme for the construction of a smooth piecewise cubic boundary.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on Data Warehousing and
Knowledge Discovery, DaWaK'99, held in Florence, Italy in August/September 1999. The 31 revised full papers and nine
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short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 88 submissions. The book is divided in topical
sections on data warehouse design; online analytical processing; view synthesis, selection, and optimization;
multidimensional databases; knowledge discovery; association rules; inexing and object similarities; generalized
association rules and data and web mining; time series data bases; data mining applications and data analysis.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 21st International Conference on Advanced Information Systems
Engineering, CAiSE 2009, held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, on June 8-12, 2009. The 36 papers presented in this
book together with 6 keynote papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 230 submissions. The topics covered are
model driven engineering, conceptual modeling, quality and data integration, goal-oriented requirements engineering,
requirements and architecture, service orientation, Web service orchestration, value-driven modeling, workflow, business
process modeling, and requirements engineering.
This book is an anthology of the results of research and development in database query processing during the past
decade. The relational model of data provided tremendous impetus for research into query processing. Since a relational
query does not specify access paths to the stored data, the database management system (DBMS) must provide an
intelligent query-processing subsystem which will evaluate a number of potentially efficient strategies for processing the
query and select the one that optimizes a given performance measure. The degree of sophistication of this subsystem,
often called the optimizer, critically affects the performance of the DBMS. Research into query processing thus started
has taken off in several directions during the past decade. The emergence of research into distributed databases has
enormously complicated the tasks of the optimizer. In a distributed environment, the database may be partitioned into
horizontal or vertical fragments of relations. Replicas of the fragments may be stored in different sites of a network and
even migrate to other sites. The measure of performance of a query in a distributed system must include the
communication cost between sites. To minimize communication costs for-queries involving multiple relations across
multiple sites, optimizers may also have to consider semi-join techniques.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT
influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication,
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
Papers direct the focus of interest to the development and use of conceptual models in information systems of various
kinds and aim at improving awareness about general or specific problems and solutions in conceptual modelling.
From cloud computing to data analytics, society stores vast supplies of information through wireless networks and mobile
computing. As organizations are becoming increasingly more wireless, ensuring the security and seamless function of
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electronic gadgets while creating a strong network is imperative. Advanced Methodologies and Technologies in Network
Architecture, Mobile Computing, and Data Analytics highlights the challenges associated with creating a strong network
architecture in a perpetually online society. Readers will learn various methods in building a seamless mobile computing
option and the most effective means of analyzing big data. This book is an important resource for information technology
professionals, software developers, data analysts, graduate-level students, researchers, computer engineers, and IT
specialists seeking modern information on emerging methods in data mining, information technology, and wireless
networks.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on Web-Based Learning, ICWL
2002, held in Hong Kong, China in August 2002. The 34 revised full papers presented together with an invited keynote
paper were carefully reviewed and selected from 75 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on
system modeling and architectures, distance learning systems engineering, collaborative systems, experiences in
distance learning, databases and data mining, and multimedia.
Transformation of Knowledge, Information and Data: Theory and Applications considers transformations within the
context of computing science and information science, as they are essential in changing organizations. This book not
only considers transformations of structured models, rather, the transformation of instances (i.e. the actual contents of
those structures) is addressed as well.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
This book covers cutting-edge and advanced research on data processing techniques and applications for CyberPhysical Systems. Gathering the proceedings of the International Conference on Data Processing Techniques and
Applications for Cyber-Physical Systems (DPTA 2019), held in Shanghai, China on November 15–16, 2019, it examines
a wide range of topics, including: distributed processing for sensor data in CPS networks; approximate reasoning and
pattern recognition for CPS networks; data platforms for efficient integration with CPS networks; and data security and
privacy in CPS networks. Outlining promising future research directions, the book offers a valuable resource for students,
researchers and professionals alike, while also providing a useful reference guide for newcomers to the field.
This database design book provides the reader with a unique methodology for the conceptual and logical design of
databases. A step-by-step method is given for developing a conceptual structure for large databases with multiple users.
Additionally, the authors provide an up-to-date survey and analysis of existing database design tools.
This bibliography provides ready access to the literature on the design of databases. Database design is one of the most
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important development areas of modern information technology; the literature is very diversified and often confusing. This
classified and annotated bibliography brings order to this chaos, enabling the reader to identify the main sources and
locate particular references quickly and conveniently. More than 200 references are classified according to the particular
area of database design they address. The annotations describe the main concerns of each reference, indicating
something of their scope and use. In addition to the references themselves, which are alphabetically-ordered by author's
name, there is a list of subjects covered, together with a detailed directory of all references dealing with each subject, and
an index of authors cited.
This book is a comprehensive presentation of entity-relationship (ER) modeling with regard to an integrated development
and modeling of database applications. It comprehensively surveys the achievements of research in this field and deals
with the ER model and its extensions. In addition, the book presents techniques for the translation of the ER model into
classical database models and languages, such as relational, hierarchical, and network models and languages, as well
as into object-oriented models.
"This book focuses on the relevant research theme of warehousing and mining sensor network data, specifically for the
database, data warehousing and data mining research communities"--Provided by publisher.
The Third International Symposium on Large Spatial Databases (SSD '93) was held at the National University of
Singapore in June 1993. The previous meetings of the series were at Sanata Barbara (1989) and Zurich (1991). The
meetings are planned as a forum for researchers and practitioners specializing in database theory for and advanced
applications of Spatial Information Systems. This volume constitutes the proceedings of the symposium. It contains 25
selected papersand three keynotes papers: "Spatial data management in database systems: research directions" (W.
Kim), "From extensible databases to interoperability between multiple databases and GIS applications" (H.-J. Schek),
and "The SEQUOIA 2000 project" (M. Stonebraker). The selectedpapers are collected into sections on: data modeling,
spatial indexing, indexing mechanisms, handling of raster and vector data, spatial database systems, topology, storage
management, query retrieval,knowledge engineering in SDS, and 3-dimensional data handling.
"This reference expands the field of database technologies through four-volumes of in-depth, advanced research articles
from nearly 300 of the world's leading professionals"--Provided by publisher.
The number of abstraction levels of information, the size of databases and knowledge bases and the amount and
complexity of information stored in WWW are continuously growing. The aim of this series of Information Modelling and
Knowledge Bases is to bring together experts from different areas who have a common interest in understanding and
solving problems of information modelling and knowledge bases, as well as applying the results of research into practice.
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We aim at recognizing and pursuing research on new topics in the area of information modelling and knowledge bases,
but also in connected areas in philosophy and logic, cognitive science, knowledge management, linguistics, multimedia,
theory and practice of semantic web, software engineering and business management. The papers in this book present a
valuable advancement in the area of information modelling and knowledge bases research and practice.
For the last two decades, IS researchers have conducted empirical studies leading to a better understanding of the impact of Systems
Analysis and Design methods in business, managerial, and cultural contexts. SA&D research has established a balanced focus not only on
technical issues, but also on organizational and social issues in the information society..This volume presents the very latest, state-of-the-art
research by well-known figures in the field. The chapters are grouped into three categories: techniques, methodologies, and approaches.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th Asian Computing Science Conference, ASIAN 2005, held in Kunming, China in
December 2005. The 17 revised full papers and 21 revised short papers presented together with 4 invited papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 91 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on security and privacy, semantic Web and data integration, peerto-peer data management, Web services and electronic commerce, data mining and search, XML, data streams and publish/subscribe
systems, security and privacy, semantic Web and data integration, peer-to-peer data management, Web services and electronic commerce,
data mining and search, data streams and publish/subscribe systems, and Web-based applications.
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